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Small-scale societies
• During most of
our evolutionary
history humans
have lived in
small-scale
societies
integrated by
face-to-face
interactions
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The Puzzle of Ultrasociality
• Ultrasociality – extensive cooperation among very
large numbers of genetically unrelated individuals

Approaches:
• General theory: cultural group selection
(CGS) of ultrasocial norms and
institutions
• A concrete model: on the realistic
landscape (Afroeurasia)
• Empirical tests: spatio-temporal
dynamics of the rise and spread of
historical macrostates: Afroeurasia from
1500 BCE to 1500 CE
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Major
Evolutionary
Transitions:
•
•
•
•

Eukaryotic cell
Multicellular organism
Eusocial insect colony
Complex human society
• General Processes
– “particle” cooperation
– selection on “collectives”
– suppression of particle
selfishness and competition
– increasing functional
integration of collectives
– collectives become organisms

Large-scale human societies
–
–
–
–

size: up to tens/hundreds of million people
stratified (inegalitarian)
complex: many hierarchical (nested) levels
organized: as states

Empire
Achaemenid Persia

Period

peak area

pop.

550-330 BC

6 Mm2

35·106

Roman Empire

27 BC-476

5 Mm2

60·106

Qing China

1644-1912

15 Mm2 400·106
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A Social Scale (Agrarian Polities)
Population
10,000,000s
1,000,000s
100,000s
10,000s
1,000s
100s

Area, km2

Polities

1,000,000s Mega-empires
100,000s Macrostates
10,000s States (Archaic),
Supercomplex chiefdoms
1,000s Complex chiefdoms,
City states
100s Simple chiefdoms,
acephalic tribes
Local communties (villages)

A few definitions
• Ultrasociality: extensive cooperation among
very large numbers (e.g. >106) of genetically
unrelated individuals
• Norms: culturally acquired rules of behavior
• Institutions: systems of norms that govern
behavior of individuals in specific contexts
• Ultrasocial norms and institutions: provide
the basis for integration of large-scale
societies, but have costs for lower-level
units
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Examples of ultrasocial norms
• Propensity to trust and help individuals
outside one’s ethnic group (“generalized
trust”)

•
•
•
•

– benefit: provides a basis for cooperation in
multiethnic societies
– cost: vulnerability to free-riding by ethnic groups
that restrict cooperation to coethnics

Willingness to pay national taxes
Obeying laws
Refusing bribes and not offering bribes
Volunteering for military service in times of
war

Examples of ultrasocial institutions
• Government by professional bureaucracies
– basis for one common definition of the state
– benefit: governing sufficiently large-scale
societies is apparently impossible without
bureaucrats, record-keeping, division of tasks
– cost: expensive to train and maintain bureaucrats;
principal-agent problems

• Universal religions and other integrative
ideologies
• Legitimating power/restraining rulers
• The state as a ‘bundle’ of ultrasocial
institutions
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Archaeological indicators of complexity
• Urbanism
– benefit: cities are centers of government and law,
economics and trade, culture production and
transmission; coordination of different functions
– cost: premodern cities were death traps, could
spread disease to rural areas; drained resources
(food) and population from the countryside

• Monumental architecture
• Writing and literacy
• Hierarchy (chains of command),
centralization, inequality

Social complexity
is costly, complex
societies fragile
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Understanding how ultrasocial traits spread
• is not a simple matter of accounting for their
benefits for integration of large-scale
societies
• these institutions have significant costs
– and historical record indicates that they
repeatedly collapsed

• need an evolutionary mechanism to explain the
spread of such traits despite the costs
• CGS: cultural group selection
– Multilevel selection framework
• Boyd, Richerson, D.S. Wilson, Bowles, Turchin

Extracting predictions from
multilevel selection theory
• The Price equation specifies the
conditions under which prosocial traits
spread
– specifically, the structure of variation and
the balance of selective forces
group selection:

VG   I

G
VI

multilevel selection:

Vi 1   i

i 1
Vi

Between-group variance Selection strength on individuals

Within-group variance
Selection strength on groups
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Large-scale complex societies
should arise where:
• between-group selection is very strong
– that is, where warfare is particularly
intense and the possibility of genocide or
ethnocide is high

• cultural variation between large-scale
groupings is high
How can we empirically test these
insights with the historical record?

Abstract Theory → Concrete Models
(Lakatosian hard core − auxiliary hypotheses)

• Multilevel selection theory
• Cultural group selection
– Structure of cultural variation
– Strength of selection: Warfare
• Effect of terrain
• Military technologies
– the warhorse
– metal weapons and armor
– projectiles, etc. etc.

– Afroeurasia, 1500 BCE – 1500 CE: Proximity
to the Great Steppe
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Horse as
military
technology
• Mobility, logistics
– shock value of
secondary import

• Use of horses (camels, even donkeys) shifts
the balance from defensive to offensive
warfare
– intensifies between-group selection

• Warhorse: the most important military technology before the age of mechanized warfare

II. Evolution of Social Complexity:
a Model
• Simplified version of Gavrilets,
Anderson, Turchin (2011).
• Spatial domain: Afroeurasia
• Space is divided into 100 x 100 km cells
– regional communities ≈ complex
chiefdoms/archaic states
– the focus is on the evolution from
mid-range → large-scale societies
(macrostates)
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We extend this approach by creating models that explain
where and when the largest, most complex societies arose
over a 3000-year period of human history

T.Currie@exeter.ac.uk
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General Logic of the Model
• The goal: to understand under what conditions the cultural norms
and institutions that enable larger scale organization will spread
• Cultural multilevel selection (CMLS) –
– ultrasocial traits: costly within-group, but increase the
competitive ability between groups
• Groups compete with each other via warfare, with winning group
subsuming the defeated
• Two broad group of factors that affect between group selection:
– Technology
• productive (agricultural) technologies (presence of agriculture
as necessary precondition for complex society)
• military technologies (affect probability of successful attack)
– Geography
• Affect presence of agriculture
• Ability of polities to attack and defend other polities

Conceptual core of the model
spread of military technologies
intensification of warfare
evolution of ultrasocial traits
rise of large-scale societies
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Background Ecology
• Deserts
– agriculture cannot occur in deserts (< 250 mm of annual rainfall)
• Rivers
– When flowing through deserts rivers make irrigated agriculture
possible
• Eurasian Steppe
– Home of pastoralist nomads (lack of agriculture until after 1500
CE)
– source of military innovations (e.g. chariot and cavalry)
• Mountains
– Rugged landscape more easy to defend
• Sea Coasts
– Coastal cells can also initiate attacks against other coastal cells
within a certain distance

Elevation
Ruggedness
Agriculture

Military technology
(e.g. Chariots and Cavalry)
Diffuse from the Steppe at rate σ
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The modeled period, area, and spatial
units
• The model simulates social evolution during the period
between 1500 BCE and 1500 CE
• All modeled interactions take place within a two‐dimensional
rectangular grid of cells (100 km x 100 km)
• Modeled area includes Eurasia and Africa (the ‘Old World’)
• Each agricultural cell is occupied by a ‘community’
• Each ‘community’ is characterized by two binary vectors of
cultural traits.
– U, contains nultra “ultrasociality traits”
– M, contains nmil of military technology (MilTech) traits

• Communities are aggregated within
multicell ‘polities’
• A polity can also consist of a single
community and at the beginning of the
simulation all polities start with just one
cell
• Polities engage in warfare which, if
successful, can result in victors
conquering cells from other polities
• Polities can also disintegrate
• Ultrasociality traits characterizing each
community can change by mutation, or
by cultural assimilation, while MilTech
traits change by diffusion

0000000000

0001000000
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Warfare
•
•
•

Warfare occurs between neighbouring polities (warfare between two polities is
initiated with probability p)
Littoral cells can also initiate a sea‐born attack on other littoral cells within the
distance dsea
The success of attack is determined by the relative powers (P) of the attacking and
defending polities.

psuccess 
•

The power of attacker determined by:

Patt  1   U att S att
•

Patt  Pdef
Patt  Pdef

Polity size

 u

ij

U att 

j

i

Satt

The power of the defending polity is determined by:

Pdef  1   U def S def   Edef
•

Average
ultrasociality

Effect of elevation

When attack is successful, the defending cell is annexed by the attacking polity

Sociocultural Evolution
•
•

•
•

Dynamics of ultrasociality traits are governed by two processes: mutation and
ethnocide
Mutation process operates as follows
μ01
μ01 << μ10
0
1
μ10
Ethnocide can occur when a defeated cell is annexed by the winning polity
The probability of ethnocide is increased by the number of MilTech traits
possessed by the attacker and decreased by the mountainous terrain (elevation) of
the defender:
Average Miltech

pethnocide   min  ( max   min ) M att   1 Edef

•
•

Parameter εmin specifies the probability of ethnocide in the situation when the
attacker possesses none of the MilTech traits
If ethnocide occurs, then the values of the ultrasociality vector in the losing cell are
set to the values of the attacking cell
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Spread of ultrasocial traits

III. Empirical tests:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Database: largest territorial polities
Source: historical atlases, compilations
Cut-off point: territory ≥ 100,000 km2 at peak
Period: 1500 BCE – 1500 CE
Spatial extent: Eurasia and Africa
Output: “imperial density maps”
– separately for each millennium (eras I, II, III)
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Era I: 1500 BCE – 500 BCE

Era II: 500 BCE – 500 CE
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Era III: 500 CE – 1500 CE

Real
Data

Simulated
Data

Overall model fit
R2 ≈ 0.65
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Ruggedness

Agriculture

Military technology

Imperial density (data)

Conclusions
• The model does a good job predicting the
spatio-temporal pattern of macrostate rise
and spread
– captures 65% of variation

• Historical analysis of ‘imperial hotspots’
supports the key role of nomads
– Turchin P. 2009. J. of Global History

• After 1500 CE: Europeans as ‘White Inner
Asians’
• Next step: testing model predictions about
ultrasoc. institutions with a historical
database of cultural evolution
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